
Five minutes with Kristina Dryza, futurist and 
global consumer trends expert, Adelaide Festival 
of Ideas 2013 
 
AFOI: Why did you decide to become a [trend forecaster]? 
 
KD: I love meeting like-minded, like-hearted, curious 
people and having these breathtaking conversations about 
the imagined future. When you’re offered another way of 
looking at the world – the realm of future possibilities 
– it’s such a precious gift. 
  
AFOI: What do you do if you're struggling for 
ideas/inspiration? 

 
KD: To get inspired I browse galleries, channel surf and 
eavesdrop on others’ conversations! I also read a mixture 
of magazines, which I have no personal interest in and 
that aren’t targeted to me, and within the disinterest 
are themes and phrases that start calling to me. Song 
lyrics do this too. What is this one specific line in 
this verse trying to disclose to me? Why is it 
resonating? How can I transform the essence of this into 
another form? Inspiration to me though is all about 
application. Making an imagined future real. 
  
AFOI: What do you think is the most important issue we 
face in 2013? 
 
KD: In the modern western world we often value clock time 
more than the natural movements of the sun and moon, and 
have lost the ability to connect to time through 
sensation. We need to stop judging and comparing time (as 
well as people, places, experiences or even our own 
emotions). Each second of time is its own incomparable, 
individual moment and isn’t something to conquer, but an 
irreplaceable sequence to enjoy. Often in the corporate 
world we misguidedly think doing more will make us be 
more, but by trying to prove our worth with our busyness 
we lose the essence of who we are in a long list of tasks 
and obligations we feel pressured to accomplish. That’s 
why I feel it’s so crucial to align with the greater 
rhythms – the seasons, tides, the moon’s phases – to gain 
that much-needed perspective, wonder and appreciation of 
life’s richness. 
 
AFOI: Which of our 2013 speakers would you most like to 
have a Think & Drink session with? 

 
KD: Is it greedy to say all of them? 



  
AFOI: This year the Adelaide Festival of Ideas runs in 
conjunction with the Adelaide Film Festival. What is the 
first film you remember seeing? 
  
KD: I can’t quite remember exactly which one I saw first 
but it was the era of The NeverEnding Story, Ghostbusters 
and The Karate Kid. 
 
AFOI: Finally, on Friday afternoons in the AFF & AFOI 
office, we have Winyl (wine & vinyl) sessions. If you 
were to guest DJ, what record would you play and why? (my 
personal favourite is Hot August Night ….) 
 
KD: It’d all depend on the type of week I had! If I 
wanted to tap into the coming possibilities of the 
weekend I’d play Ash’s ‘1977’ as a positive reminder of 
the naivety of youth. And if it were a rough week, I’d 
play Jeff Buckley’s ‘Grace’ – the perfect accompaniment 
for crying into your wine. [Pretty sure that melancholic 
last line just cancelled out my invitation to guest 
DJ!!!] 
 
 


